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Tntroductlon 

TZhls paper describes the transfer of a batch of 
ant ,prot3n hJFlChE?S from tie pbar stack 1 r! the 
Accum,Jlator Ring to the Yain Ring at Fermilab. These 
1’ tx3 r s are subsequently accelerated and used far 
pbar-p collldlng beam physics in the Tevatron Ring. 
O.J?~VlWS and descriptions of the use of the 
Fermllah accelerator com,clex for 900 GeV on 903 sev 
coll~dlng beam p’lysics 1s given in references 1-S. 
Sorip relevant parameters of t,ne Accumu!ator Ring are 
g;ven 1-1 Table 1. 

TABLE 1 : RIM’; PARAME”ERS 

Accumulator 

Kinetic Energy (Gev) 7.9 
Transition Snergy (Gev) 5.43 
P.verage Radius (meters) 75.45 
1Ioq+?ntum Conpactlon Factor O.O?j 
Betatron Acceptance (mm-mrad) 10 pi 
Yomentum Aperature (‘b? 2.5 
Revolutlcln Period (microsee) 1.590 

When the luninoslty o’ the pbar-p colliding beans 
II? the Tevatron collider drops below an acceptable 
level, a dezLs;on I.S made to the dump the store and 
prepare to setup for fresh store. At this point 
stackiny 1s turned of, the transfer line (4P3/APl 1 is 
setup using reverse protons from the Main Ring, some 
beam 1s RF unstacked from the core and b,Jnched at 
53MYz, and tills ensemble of bunches is transported 
through the transfer line and deposited ln matched 
53MHz RF buckets in the ilain Ring. 

Malrl Ring To ACCUmlJlatOr Setup 

When the declslon to prepare for a new store 1n 
the Tevatron alw, pbar production is turned off. 
Yhen the exlstlng beam in the stacktail 1s swept :rto 
the core of antiprotons, the stack tar1 stochastic 
roollng system 19 also turned off. ‘41th the stack 
tall system nn longer heating the core, the core 
betatron and momentum stochastic cooling systems Can 
cool the core to a more dense stack. 

17 preparstlon for each transfer of antlprotocs 
from the 4ccumulator to the Tevatron we tune the 
transfer line witn 8 GeV protons running backwards 
fro? the slain Ring to the Accumulator. First we tune 
tne Flain Ring so that the 8 CeV orbit 1s correct for 
extractIon to the Antlproton Source and thus also 
correct for injection of 8 GeV antlprotons from the 
Source. We switch the Yain Ring to target heamline 
t3 its 8 GeV settings and turn on the target bypass. 
We adjust the beam position to be correct throughout 
the line using the maln bends and a few trim dipoles. 
Then we turn on the extraction kicker to inject beam 
xlto tie Acc!nncllator extraction orblt. After 0.1 
seconds the Accumulator InjectIon kicker f 1res ) 
extracting the beam toward the Debuncher. This 
rnlnlm~zc-s the disruption of the antiproton core and 
Its stochastic cosllng systems by tne 53 MHz beam 

strilcture. We can then adjust the trim dipoles In 
the line to minimize the amplitude of the injection 
osclllat’ons as 

5 
measured by the beam position 

monitors . We also monitor the transfer efficiency, 
comparing the number of protons extracted from the 
Main Ring to the number Injected into the 
Accumulator. 

AntIproton Stack 

Figure 1 shows the transverse and longitudinal 
properties of a typical stack of antiprotons just, 
prior to RF unsfacklng. The drstr1but1on is the 
longitudinal schottky output of the pbar stack as a 
function of the revolution frequency. The antiproton 
core sigma 19 ?.5 Hz wide corresponding to 1 .F, YeV. 
Transversly It 1s less than 2 pi mm-mrad. By a 
fortuitous coincidence 1 hertz at the revolution 
harmonic almost exactly corresponds to 1 eV-second so 
the estimating the amount of beam one can extract 
with various size buckets is very straightforward. 

Accumulator Core Density and Emittances 
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Figure 1. Accumulator Core Density and Emittances 
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RF Unstacking 

There are three RF syg;tjms in the Accumulator 
Ring - viz PRFl, A.RF2, ARF3 . Their more important. 
parameters are listed in Table 2. The frequency and 
voltage curves for t “se B- systems are generated by 
0??/0’71 CAMA.C nodules . The digital output of the 
these modtile - :2 bits of value an3 12 bits of slope 
- are processed by NIM modules that provide smoothed 
voltage and frequency drives for the Low Level RF 
systems. We found It necessary to pro-vi de add1 t ional. 
filtering for these curves to prevent longitudinal 
eml:tance blow-up. These curve modules are controlled 
and loaded by a cons0 e 4 computer program that is 
modelled after Reference . 

T49LE 2 : RF PARAMCTERS 

ARFl AR”2 ARF3 - - 

Frequency (MHz) 52.‘? 1.26 1.26 
Harmonic Number 84 2 2 
RF Voltage (kVolts) 105.0 . 8 .l 

The RF unstacking chronology 1s as follows. 9RF2 
1s a suppressed bucket H=2 RF syst,en which is used to 
adlabatlsally capture a single bunch of pbars from 
the antiproton stack. We use the RF voltage - ie. the 
biucket area - to control the number of pbars that are 
taken out of the core. This voltage is typically very 
small - 3 Voits peak for a bucket area of 0.65 e7- 
seconds. Having adiabatlcally captured this single 
bunch, the RF frequency and voltage are changed 
smoothly to effect extraction out of the core at a 
constant bucket area to the extractlon orbit. Thus 
extraction process is long - typically 30 seconds. At 
this point the ARF3 RF system voltage is 
adiabatically turned up to 1ts maxlmum value. This 
takes approximately 6 seconds. ARF3 is a H=2 system 
that can generate 753 VOl ts peak RF. Thus extra I!=2 
voltage shrinks the single bunch of extracted pbars 
in time. The bunch length of the pbars thus shrunk 
depends on the extracted emi ttance and the ARF3 
voltage - typically 150 nanoseconds for 0.05 ev- 
seconds and 240 nanoseconds for 1 .41( ev-seconds with 
an H=2 voltage of 750 Volts. At this point the 
antlproton bunch sits on the extraction orbit and 
waits for the pbar extractlon event on the 
accelerator timeline. Approximately 0.5 seconds 
before pbar extraction the ARFl system 1s 
adrabatically turned on to 105 kVolts in about 400 
mllllseconds. This bunches the pbar extracted beam 
Into 53?IHz bunches parlor to extraction so that they 
~111 he matched to the Yaln Ring RF. 

We can see how well this RF unstacking does by 
looking at “lgure 2. This picture is a mountain range 
Of the last 0.5 seconds before extraction in a 
%yplzal transfer. The slgnal being looked at IS a 
beam signal from an RF gap monitor in the Ac-umulator 
Ring - essentially a ferrite loaded cavity that acts 
as a current to voltage transformer. The picture 
consists of :wo sets of four traces ( the upper set 
shows the beam at 50 nanoseconds per division and the 
lower at 10 nanoseconds pe- dlvislon ). The traces 
are separated by 133 milliseconds. From this picture 
one can see both the H=2 single bunch width and the 
H=84 bunch widths. From the areas of these Suicides, 
we can estimate how many pbar are extracted and how 
efflclently the are bunched 1r-1 the H=QII 53MHz buckets 
- there is a DC Current Transformer that measures 
circulating DC current In the Accumulator and we use 
it to see how much beam 1s extracted from the stack - 

and from the bunch lengths we Cti” estimate the 
magnitude Of any possible emittance blowup. ‘We 
estimate that more than 90+/-10% of the beam is 
bunched Into 53MYz bunches and any possible emittance 
blowup is less that 15% and consistent with no 
emittance blowuu. 

Figure 2. Formation of 53 MBz bunches during 
extraction of antiprotons from the 
Accumulator 

AP3/APl Beam Transfer 

From the Accumulator the Rntiprotons are 
transported to the area of the production target and 
around It by the AP3 beamline. Or. the Main Rrng side 
of the target the AP3 beamline joins the APl beam 
lrne, the line which carries 123 GeV protons from the 
Main Ring to the production target during the 
accumulation bhase. Independent power supplies 3re 
used to power the magnets in API for 120 Gev beam and 
8 Ce’J beam. 

Beam is extracted from the Accumulator In a single 
turn. 10 The shuttered pulsed extractlon kicker 
magnet is located In the high dyspersion straight 

the beam vh;chThlfi:s been 
allows extracting the fraction of section A20 

unstacked to higher energy 
without disturbing the remaining core of antiprotons. 
The kicker is fired by a signal synchronized to the 
bunched beam, qlv!ng the beam a 4.0 mr horizontal 
deflection. The extraction point is 52 meters 
downstream (0.75 horizontal oscillat1on.s) from the 
kicker in the long straight section 030, a region of 
zero dispersion. There the beam enters a Lambertson 
magnet followed by a Z magnet. The Lambertson bends 
the bean 73 mr vertically and the C magnet gives an 
additional 27 mr bend. 

At the Maln Ring end of the line the beam exactly 
retraces the extraction path for 120 CeV protons. C 
magnets and Lambertsons bring the beam into the Yaln 
Ring on the proper vert lcal orbit. A pulsed kicker 
magnet at E48 (274 meters downstream, 0.78 batatron 
oscillations) puts the beam on the horizontal orbit. 
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Ve in:tially attempted to set, the quadrupoles in 
the line to match the accelerator parameters of the 
beam line to those of the rings, avoiding possible 
dilution of the transverse emittance. Limitations of 
the existing magnet3 and power supplies restricted 
our ability to improve the match once measurements 
could be made on the transport properties of the 
beamline. Further refinements to the tune are 
pending. 

The beam position and profile in the line may be 
monitored at twelve positions with SEM grids. The 
beam oos:tion and intensity may be measured at each 
cuadrupole in one plane or the other using a system 
I’?-rtical to the Main Ring BP”1 system. The integral 
of the gated signal from a toroid in the line 
rrovldes a further measure of the intensity. 
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